Summary of San Juan County Jet Noise Reports
March 1 - May 31, 2015
San Juan County provides a Jet Noise Report website1 wherein users can submit jet noise reports, using
the following categories: Disrupted Activities, Extremely Loud, Low Rumble, and Rumble and Vibration.
This report updates a previous report which outlined 2,167 reports using website data from April 2014
to February 2015.
For this report (March through May, 2015), there are 400 submissions to the website. The following
charts indicate frequency by time of day, by type of loudness, and by day of the month. The narrative
describes comments made by type of loudness. The comments, though quite lengthy, are included
because they are so illustrative of the various experiences related to jet noise.
Note: The data from the spreadsheet supplied by the County was found to have some omissions by the
users, that is, some data (such as time, or comment) within their submission were blank, and in some
cases the data (such as time and/or date) were entered in a non-standard fashion. In each case a
confusing data element was reconciled by correlating a comment, or date of recording by the county to
a more correct coding of time or data, or left blank. When reports indicated a span of time, such as
noise heard continuously between 8:30am to 3:30pm, the hour of the report was taken to be in the 3:00
hour.

C. Kerlin, June 18, 2015
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http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
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In this report, the noise report is reported by the hour in which the event occurred, and could have been
at any time in that hour.
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COMMENTS, listed by type of noise reported

DISRUPTED ACTIVITIES:
1:54pm - 70.1dBc
6:05pm -88.1dBc Gave up gardening outside"
2 jets flying VERY LOW right over Friday Harbor SE to NW
88-91dBc inside. Very disruptive. IF W HAD A SCHEDULE we would know that this is short lived - not the
beginning of 3-4 hours of FCLP
Abandoned gardening -too uncomfortable outside. AGAIN!!! IF WE HAD A SCHEDULE we would have
known that this would end at 1 pm and we could have made plans. THE NAVY IS STEALING THE USE OF
OUR PROPERTY.
Another loud jet roared over Lopez Village. Noisy for a long time. Interrupted conversation.
At least 8 times this morning until now there has been a deafening roar lasting about 2 minutes each
time. Also a plane flight overhead from west to east.
"Blast sound and rumble
3 times 1-minute apart"
Continuous jet roar and rumble is distracting me from my reading and research. This is my work. I have
a deadline. The Navy is inhibiting my work and my income with its excessive noise.
Fairly quiet day. noise at night. IF WE HAD A SCHEDULE FOR FCLP AT AULT FIELD IT WOULD MAKE A
HUGE DIFFERENCE.
Frequent noisy flyovers all morning.
Growler operations coming from Whidbey NAS woke me up.
I just had to come back inside due to tremendous jet noise roaring. Not sure what's going on, but
sounded like we were under attack. Not interested in going back outside.
I was trying to sleep!!!
Incessant roar from the base.
Interrupted a phone call
Jet noise roaring around the evening sky tonight. Wanted to walk to MacKaye Harbor but the jet noise
was too intense, so turned back.
Jets roaring all around this morning, continuously. I have decided that I have to wear noise-cancelling
headphones in my home, just so I can concentrate on my work instead of feeling like I am under attack.
Lopez Island.
Loud and vibrated house. Disrupted conversation indoors
Loud flights overhead. Earlier there had been repeated pairs of military jets flying low overhead
Loud Growler Aircraft Noise overhead, could see aircraft flying south to north, hear for seven minutes.

Loud jet roared over Lopez Village at 11:50am. Loud, noisy and took a long time to dissipate. Disrupted
group conversation at Senior Center.
Low flying Growler directly above Mud Bay, toward the northeast HUGE ROAR. Prolonged roar.
Deafening. And here comes another, or else it is circling.
Noise at ground level, over Lopez, to the SE directly toward Whidbey Naval Air Station
Other disrupted activity times: 11:04am, 11:52am, 12:18pm, 2:04pm, 2:17pm, 2:48pm which was
extremely loud. Other rumble vibration times: 8:40am, 10:13am, 12:21am, 10:39am, 11:10 2 jets flying
very low SE to NW over Aleck Bay, 12:03pm, 12:16pm, 2:44p
Roaring and loud jet noise overhead, Mud Bay 5:19pm. Drowned out the TV inside.
Rude wake up
Second roaring jet overhead within two minutes. Mud Bay. Lopez Island. Loud roar penetrates our
home and drowns out TV news. Here comes a third jet.... A constant parade of abuse from the skies.
"Sleep interrupted by loud Growlers flying directly over MacKaye Harbor.
Woke us from sleep!"
So loud and continuous couldn't concentrate
Somewhat continuous jet roaring pervades the night. Finally have to shut the window to prevent the
distraction. Wonder if I can get to sleep with the roaring. 10:26pm, Mud Bay
Startling wakeup
Sudden and frightening roar throughout our home on Mud Bay. I was startled and thought something
was wrong in the house. Then looked out the window and saw it was a jet (or two?) heading east.
The jet roaring continues 11:00pm. Can't sleep with window open. Penetrates the house.
Tried to have a peaceful an quiet hike at American Camp. Growlers ruined it. Couldn't escape the noise
anywhere in the park. Left in disgust. Can't even enjoy our parks. To think thy want to add this to
disturbance the West coast of the OP.
two aircraft one flying NW other NE, loud and distracting. Got louder at one point when more distant Two jets flying overhead multiple times.
Two roaring growlers just flew low over my home, heading north, northwest. VERY noisy. Distracted
me because I thought something was wrong in the house. There has been jet noise all morning. Lopez.
Very loud Growler to the North moving W to E.
very loud overhead--I'm so tired of reporting this.....
VERY LOUD Rumble and Vibration. This has been continuous. It is disrupting my ability to concentrate
on a report I am writing. 7:38p Mud bay. Lopez

EXTREMELY LOUD
11:02AM Mud Bay. Extremely loud jet roar in the sky. Sounds like a bit to the south. Penetrating and
prolonged.
119.3 dBc in the house. House rattling - noise blast continue until 10:59am with final blast of 119.6dBc

11am: steady roar 69+dBc, 12:40pm still roaring steady 69.8dBc (FCLP?), 1:30 pm still roaring 66.3dBc,
1:43 a moment of quiet, 2:24pm noise, , Noise begins again 64.9dBc
12 entries ranging from 75 - 120dBc inside our home. Relentless noise.
12 hours of noise. Unbelievable that the US govt thinks it's ok to do this to US citizens. . . literally
running us out of our homes. Pretty steady 65-80+dBc all day
12 noise entries ranging from 75 - 120 dBc inside our home
2 growlers about 1 minute apart heading N then NE with landing gear down.
2 Growlers flew over headed NW Very low. I plugged my ears and could still hear them extremely loud.
Poor wildlifeφá╜φ╕ó
2 Growlers, GEAR DOWN over head - deafening
2 jets flying side by side low south to north right over Friday Harbor. You want us to think the war has
come to town?
20 noise entries inside measurements ranging from 68dBC - 121dBc . Very unpleasant to be outside.
45 noise entries today. . . and ther could have been more. Blasts and roars ranged from 73.5 - 119 and
122.5 dBc. Growler noise has created a war zone.
5 noise entries: 8:24 95dBc, 8:30-8:38 steady 60.2 in the house, 8:40-8:42 70-82dBc, 9am 112.2, 9:35
steady roar 55.5 in the house.
7:45am 100dBc inside Final Blast of 111.1dBc at 10:40 I leave home to escape the noise - in the village I
can still hear it.
A quiet day. Just a few blasts. AGAIN, A SCHEDULE WOULD HAVE TOLD US THAT WE COULD EXPECT A
relatively quiet day - we could planned for that and used our day in a normal way. THE NAVY
WITHHOLDING INFORMATION IS HUGELY UNFAIR
A very noisy flyover,
After a day of work looking for some quiet at the MacKay Harbor dock. Jet noise fills the air as they roar
just south of this area. It is NOT quiet.
All afternoon, low-flying Growler jets flying over or near my house, very loud and disruptive. I would
appreciate an explanation from the Navy why Growlers are flying over the northend of Lopez Island but
no one at the "hotline" returns emails/calls
All morning very loud rumbling...impossible to go on our beach without ear protection
All week, sometimes distant, sometimes near, horrible noise, rumbling, often dreadful noise, shaking
windows, booms. Late night, early morning, much of the day. DEEPLY disturbing. RUINS quality of life.
ANOTHER growler overhead, Mud Bap, 3:27pm. It has been a parade of jets over this area. VERY NOISY.
Cannot be outside and noise penetrates inside.
ANOTHER loud jet roaring around up there. No peace. Mud Bay. 3:19pm.
ANOTHER LOUD ROARING jet over Mud Bay, 2:51pm. Can't stay outside, the jets are TOO LOUD. Hurts
the ears.
Another night of jet noise filling the air. Windows and doors closed on this lovely night. Noise penetrates
the house. 10:12pm. Lopez

Appallingly noisy flyover.
Beginning at 08:15, now 11:00, continuous extremely loud engine run-ups. House shaking, penetrating
vibration. Very disruptive, anxiety producing effects.
Big loud rumble and roar. Doors and windows closed but it came right through. 8:51pm. Mud Bay,
Lopez.
brutally loud
Deafening all day long. Began in late morning and went on all day. Working on a construction site and
this was so loud that the planes were heard over the construction noise. I began to get a headache by
the end of the day.
Deafening intermittent rumbling....hard to enjoy our beautiful beach.
didn't see them, but it sure was loud
Disrupted conversation inside
Disrupted telephone conversation
Ear splitting noise!
Earsplitting loud growler jet flying low, just south of Mud Bay. Prolonged roar. Broke up conversation.
earth shaking rumble
Endless very loud rumbling and vibration.
Engine testing? from 2:56am - 3:06am. Woke me up. Why is this allowed?! To wake up with the noise
that sounds like a chimney fire - insane what the navy is exposing us to.
Even after closing doors and windows this lovely Spring evening, the jet noise penetrates our home. Jet
noise from jets flying around, all directions, it seems. 7:21pm. Mud bay, Lopez island
Extraordinarily loud jet noise overhead. ROARING. Prolonged. Sounds like it is EVERYWHERE. Heard
clearly though TV is on, and doors and windows are closed. Very cloudy, cannot see anything. 12:03 PM.
Mud BAY
Extremely loud and continuous jet noise, a bit west of Mud Bay. Very noisy.
Extremely LOUD jet flying over Mud Bay, 11:45am. Too much cloud cover to see it. Maybe two?
Prolonged roar. I was outside. Had to cover my ears.
Extremely loud jet noise above. Lopez island
Extremely loud jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. Prolonged ROAR. Stopped conversation.
Extremely loud jet shook windows!
Extremely loud rumble and vibration from engine run-ups. We are shakin' as we prepare dinner. An
assault on our senses, courtesy of the Navy.
Extremely loud rumbling and constant background noise. How I hate the Navy.....
Extremely loud rumbling intermittently...no way would I go for a walk on our lovely beach without ear
protection and how fun would that be?
Extremely noisy jet flying just south of Mud Bay. Prolonged roaring. The roar just goes on and on.

Extremely noisy, roaring and prolonged jet roar above Mud Bay, or maybe slightly south of Mud Bay.
Cloud cover.
Growler jet flying directly over Mud Bay. LOUD and ROARING and VIBRATING. The Roar is PROLONGED.
Had to stop conversation.
Growler jets flying directly over Anacortes ferry landing. One was so loud it drowned out the loud
speaker announcement. Ear-splitting. #:40. 3:44. 3:48, and beyond that.
Growlers flying over low and loud after intermittent rumbling all morning.φá╜φ╕ô
Growlers flying over very loudφá╜φ╕ô as well as loud persistent rumbling
Hideous day. 11 hours of noise 8am - 10pm. Obscene noise. Recorded 123dBc inside at 9pm. The U.S
Navy is creating refugees right here in SJC.
House rattling a lot during this period. Five Measurements taken inside ranged from 82 - 123dBc
House rattling morning starting at 107dBc at 8:10am. Pretty steady all morning with periodic blasts at
122.5dBc. Escaped to village to get away - could still hear the roar. Noise ranged from 122.5 to 75dBc
Wish we could put our legis. in this noise.
How can allowing this noise possibly be legal? HORRIBLE roaring and rumbling, earth shaking, window
rattling, dread inducing. This is unbelievable.
Huge jet roar in the sky. HUGE. Jet flying nearby it seems. 10:09am, Mud Bay, Lopez
Huge roar and rumble of jet engine. 10:34am. Mud Bay
HUGE roar from jet flying just to the south of Mud bay, 8:00 pm. Was outside and needed to block my
ears.
I was inside working in my studio had to go find ear protection for inside!
Impossible to get away from or even consider sleeping.
Incredible loud roar, rumble and vibration. HUGE ROAR. Like a train roaring toward the house. Mud
Bay, Lopez 5:44pm
Inside measurements 11:17am - 105.5dbc, 11:20am 85dbc, 1:49pm overeflight 2 growlers heading east
at approx. 5,000ft 85dbc inside, 6:05pm 121.7 continuing to 6:10pm 121.7dbc, 6:12pm a blast at
120.5dbc, 6:28pm - 75dbc, 6:44pm 78.2dbc
"Inside measurements: 8:07aam117.6dbc, 8:21am110.5dbc, 8:23am 122.4dbc, 8:25am 121.9dbc,
9:25am 122dbc, 9:55am 119dbc -65dbc, 10:01am 69.7dbc, 10:06am 95dbc, 10:45am 101dbc
WE NEED A TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR AULT!!!"
Inside measurements: 9:30am 102dBc, 9:32am 89dBc, 10:21am 75.2dBc, 10:23am 112.2dBc - huge
blast, 11:54am deep rumbling 62.2. This is a Saturday - one day we hope for peace.
Inside measurements: Individual flyovers at 2:58pm 95 dbc, 4:20 120dbc, 4:21 95dbc, 59dbc, 7:24 64.3
dbc WE NEED A SCHEDULE FOR AULT FIELD TRAININGS!!!
Jet flew West to East directly over Town
Jet noise continues to resound in the skies this afternoon. Very loud and prolonged.
Jet noise fills the morning air. Jets are roaring around somewhere, generating a constant roar in the air.

Jet noise roaring around in the sky. Lots of roaring.
Jet over Friday Harbor
Jet over North Lopez
Jet roaring continues to fill the night. How can we sleep? 9:50pm. Mud Bay. Lopez.
jet was low and painfully loud. Conversations could not be heard , we had to cover our ears
jets flew over our house so low and loud that my neighbors and I could not have a conversation. This
noise and loud intermittent rumbling is continuing φá╜φ╕▒
jets flew over very low and loud - not what one wants to encounter on a forest walk
Jets flying nosily above in the area today. Shrieking and roaring.
Jets flying over my house, my lovely beach. And the quiet forest creating havoc. Our country's military is
harassing us.φá╜φ╕▒
Jets going over our house low and loud.φá╜φ╕▒
Jets low and incredibly loud flying over my house repeatedly. I'm glad the weather is cold and the
windows are shut...it's hard to think of a summer of that noise.
Jets noise roaring around this evening. 9:47pm. Lopez
Jets over low and loud. φá╜φ╕á
Jets roaring around throughout the morning and into early afternoon. Not pleasant being outside.
Sounds like thunder. Mud Bay, Lopez
Lots of jet noise from jets roaring around this afternoon. Difficult to tell the direction. Sounds like south
side of Lopez Island. Disruptive here on Mud Bay. 4:20pm
Loud aircraft above again. very loud.
Loud aircraft above. Foggy. Very loud. Sounds low. Lopez.
LOUD aircraft overhead
LOUD growler over North Lopez! Sounds very LOW and is circling over Lopez or there are many planes.
Extremely obnoxious!
Loud jet flying over Mud Bay. Dark. I did not go out to see it. Why do that when I can hear it so clearly
through closed doors and windows???
Loud jet noise downtown Friday Harbor
Loud jet noise from jet flying over Mud Bay, Lopez. 9:08pm
Loud jet roaring above the Village on Lopez. Clearly audible in the Library.
Loud jets flying over Anacortes ferry dock. In the car with closed windows and radio playing and could
still hear the noisy disruption.
LOUD LOW Growler overhead heading N - must have gone clear to Sucia before banking to S. Way off
course!
Loud rumbling since 8 am this morning ongoing
Low flying Growler aircraft near our house, very loud!

Low flying Growler aircraft over our house, very loud!
Low-flying Growler jet over my house, extremely loud. Also, continuous rumbling and vibration from
Whidbey NAS Growler activities. Seems like every day they are operating - a big increase since last year!
Many LOUD low jets flying over Lopez Village today!
MORE ROARING of jets around. The skies are roaring. Lopez island 9:51 am.
Multiple Growler aircraft flying low near my house. Very loud and I can see them!
Multiple low-flying Growlers over my house. Very loud and visible!!
Multiple low-flying Growlers over my house. Visible and very loud!!
My perfect day on my beach was ruined as growler came over low and unbelievably loud headed to
Whidbey Island. The noise was excruciating φá╜φ╕½φá╜φ╕½φá╜φ╕½
Noise from jets flying around. Roaring in the skies. Mud Bay, Lopez Island 7:06pm. It is a nice night. I
regret having to close windows in order to reduce the interruptions.
Not going to be easy to get to sleep tonight. Jet noise roaring all around. 9:35pm. Mud Bay, Lopez.
One or more jets roaring overhead. Noisy and prolonged. Mud Bay, Lopez.
Ongoing loud vibration and disruptive blasts of numbing sound from Growlers rehearsing their landing
and taking off from virtual aircraft carrier. The punishment of mere citizens continues!
Pretty low and flying RIGHT over the house. EVERYTHING SHAKING IN HOUSE. 2 so far, and I can hear
another coming right now. This is one of the worst I've experienced. The deck and house were shaking
and vibrating.
Pretty solid roar about 90.1dBc for 3 hours. Inside reading of 122.5dBc at 7:52am.
rattling hanging pots and pans, feeling it through the floor
Right over our house...loud & clear with my headphones on
"Roar 109.8dBc
5:15pm 119.8, 5:20pm 118.9dBc
5:34pm 90.2dBc All readings are in the house. Noise -relentless roar until about 10pm"
roar overhead at 12 noon of aircraft, and long thunderous rumble around 1:15 p.m.
roaring pretty much constant for 2 hours. A few brief moments of silence. Noise ranged from 71dBc 121dbc at 11:01am
Saw and heard jet fly right over Friday Harbor headed north, relatively low, could see details on bottom
of plane; and another one @ 10:50; and another one headed east (same jet?)
series of blasts: 111dBc - 121.5dBc
Several "earsplittting" flyovers. These seem to be directly overhead - is this really necessary?
So loud I could not hear the person next to me who was speaking
Some very noisy flyovers.
sounds like slo-mo explosion
Steady and loud starting at 6:04pm 89dBc ending at 92dBc at around 10pm

Steady roar 70.7 - 87.1dBc inside house
The constant rumbling is very loud from inside our house and is making our house shudder.
The day is shattered by 118.3 dBc at 8:07. followed by 101.3 at 8:10, 114.2 at 8:16, 121.3 at 9:22. 119.4
at 9:24. Murray, Cantwell and Larsen - may your lives be filled with this noise. Maybe then you would
support us.
The jet roaring has started. 8:19am, Mud Bay, Lopez.
The morning BLAST. 107dBc inside the house.
The morning blasts - inside measurements. 8:15am 93, 8:16am 89.4, 8:36am 81.1
The three blasts listed above were measured inside at 83dBc, 86.4dBc and 122.5dBc. Will there be
more? Who knows?
These jets have been rumbling and flying over since 8 am when they woke me up. All the neighbors and
I can smell jet fuel on our beach at Aleck Bayφá╜φ╕ô
Three extremely loud blasts, vibrating the house. Constant rumble all during the day as well.
"time is estimated
Rattled windows vibrated the floor
Been going all night"
Two jets flying low overhead, very slightly to the south. Noisy, extended roaring. Had to stop
conversation. Mud Bay, Lopez 1:36pm
Two jets, look like growlers, flying over Mud Bay. VERY LOUD. prolonged shriek and roar.
Two low flying growlers over Mud Bay, 8:18pm. The roar and scream penetrated the house. Prolonged
roar as they approached and then moved beyond. TOO LOUD.
very loud and disruptive
Very loud flyover of jet(s). Unseen. I was inside, but clearly heard jet noise over south Lopez.
Very loud flyover. Roaring. 3:10pm Mud Bay
very loud overflight followed by incessant loud low rumbling most of day. Disruptive of day's activities!
VERY LOUD roaring flyover of a large jet, sightly north of Mud Bay, veering toward the southeast. Flying
below cloud cover. VERY LOUD and prolonged. Penetrates the house.
Very loud rumbling.
Very low-flying, screeching, extremely loud aircraft noise (inside house with closed windows!) Distraught
and frightened cat. Same aircraft could be heard for 2 minutes.
Very noisy jet flying somewhere overhead. Prolonged roaring. Could not see it due to cloud cover. Mud
Bay, Lopez. 11:05am
VERY VERY LOUD and ROARING jet flew overhead on Mud Bay. 3:41pm. The roar is prolonged.
WE NEED A SCHEDULE!!!!!!
What is today? Fly loudly over Mud Bay Day? Another jet roars overhead. ROARS. Do you hear me?
ROARS.

While driving on CattlePoint road adjacent to American Camp National Park, I heard an extremely loud
roar overhead. It was terrifying, louder than anything I've heard before from the growlers. I HATE
GROWLERS.
Woke me from a sound sleep
Working in the garden this morning, surrounded by jet noise in the air. Pervasive. Overwhelms other
natural sounds.
Yet another jet (or two?) flies overhead. Within the past five minutes it has been almost a constant
ROAR. Sounds like they are lining up an attack.
Yet another jet roaring around. Very noisy and distracting. 1:41pm Mud Bay, Lopez. I am determined to
report what I hear.
Yet another jet screaming overhead, Mud Bay, 3:16pm. It has been a SCREAMING DAY.

LOW RUMBLE
2:14pm Jet roar. Mud Bay, Lopez
A lot of jet activity today. Very noisy. Rumbling right now, 2:47pm, Mud Bay.
all afternoon
ANOTHER evening of jet roars in the air. Constant roaring, like the roar of I-5 in your back yard. 7:15am
Mud bay, Lopez
Another roar, 8:51am, Mud Bay, Lopez.
Canadian commercial aircraft
Canadian commercial aircraft
Constant jet rumble in the air tonight. 9:36pm. Mud Bay, Lopez
Constant rumble of jet noise in the air. It is as if we live 2 blocks from the freeway. Mud Bay, afternoon.
Constant rumbles and noise this evening spoiling a quiet evening and drowning out the frogs! Very
annoying!
Constant rumbling of jet engines in the air. There is no quiet. There is a constant roar in the air,
punctuated by loud blasts.
did not see aircraft.
disrupting our evening since ~ 7pm
disturbance every few minutes from 7pm to 10pm . Really annoying . Woken the night before after 4am
disturbing on going rumbling
frequent loud rumble about every 5 minutes at times one loud flyover
I understood there would be no training flights this week but I've been hearing them all morning and last
night as well.
Incessant loud low rumbling sound much of day!
Inside and hearing rumble

Jet engine noise in the air already on this morning, Mud Bay, Lopez. 9:03am The noise fills the air.
Jet noise in the skies and it is 10:15 at night. Lopez island. Some very loud jets have passed overhead this
evening.
Jet noise in the skies this morning. Jets running around. Cloud cover. A noisy day. Lopez. 11:23am.
Jet noise in the sky rolling around like thunder. Mud Bay. Sunday afternoon.
Jet noise roaring in the sky this morning.
Jet noise, roaring. Continuous.
Jet roar continues to fill the air. 10:03pm, Lopez Island
Jet roar continues to rumble through closed doors and windows. 9:51pm. Mud Bay, Lopez
Jet roaring continues as a wall of sound in the night. Can't sleep with the window open, I guess. Grrrrr.
Jet roaring rumbling already. 8:18am. Mud bay.
Jet rumble in the air again. Can't get away from it. Lopez Island
Large canadian aircraft
Large Canadian commercial
Large canadian commercial aircraft
Large Canadian commercial aircraft
Large Canadian commercial aircraft
Large Canadian commercial airliner
Lots of jet roaring in the skies. very noisy and distracting.
Lots of rumbling in the night air. Sounds like jet engines, not necessarily flying, but running up the
engines.
Loud jet engine roar and rumble heard at Lopez Ferry Dock, 1:14pm. Louder than the ferry as it nosed
up to the dock.
Loud roar
Loud roar, rumble, and prolonged jet noise
low flying fighter jet over Anacortes
Nearly constant rumbling with at least one time when a Growler passed by the north end of Lopez. All
highly annoying.
Noise before and after this time as well.
noisy enough to be disruptive
Noisy jet flying nearby. Quite a roar. 10:03am Mud bay.
Ongoing disturbing rumble, interrupting the evening's activities. This has been going on all night. No
end to the disruptive affect of these exercises...
progressively worse this morning, but no vibration thankfully
Rumbling going on since 8 am. I can hear it and feel it .

Rumbling off and on throughout the day
saw 3 growler jets together going just over the trees
Seven pm and ongoing
single aircraft
Sound only from inside office. Pity those ourside
started in the morning but continued off and on.
Still feeling jet noise rumbling through the air. 10:43pm Lopez island.
The air is filled with jet noise rumblings that penetrate the house. 9:03pm, Mud Bay, Lopez.
The continuous jet roar in the skies caused me to fail to hear a car as I was walking down my driveway.
The roar in the skies seems constant.
The jet roar is going on again, disturbing the evening. A fairly continuous ROARING in the air. 7:33pm.
Lopez island.
The jets have been flying over all morning, not just now when I'm reporting it. If I reported every one, I
wouldn't be able to do much else.
The roaring in the skies continues. Continuous thunder. Roar Roar roar. We live in a war zone,
apparently.
The roaring in the sky continues. Jets may be running up their engines or roaring around somewhere.
The noise penetrates the house. 9:09 am. Mud Bay.
The rumbling in the sky continues. Like living next to the freeway. 5:34pm. Mud Bay.
There was a prolonged loud rumble in the sky . Can we not even have quiet in the early morning???
This is more than low rumble. Loud jet roaring in the air this afternoon. Jets are roaring around south of
here, it sounds. 2:10pm.
Very loud low rumbling and roaring from jets' engine testing. Disrupted our sleep.
Yet another disturbing roar and rumble. I hate to say that I am glad to be leaving the island for two days
in hope of reasonable quiet elsewhere.

RUMBLE AND VIBRATION
!st since 1100 rattlles windows fell vibs in floor as loud as any I've herd Here comes another now about
1-2 mins apart
A bad morning with frequent rumbling.
A miserable morning of frequent intrusive episodes and loud rumbling.
A series of very loud blasts at 5 minute intervals shook the house. Probably engine run ups in
preparation for takeoffs.
All evening long, how about giving us a break
all I hear is that nasty rumbling and shaking

Also 1:55pm, 2:25pm, 2:54pm, 3:01pm, 4:52pm, 5:31pm 3 jets flying low headed E/NE not as loud as
other flights - why can't most of the flights be at this noise level instead of the usual blasting of loud
noise, 5:36pm
Also 6:28pm, 6:30pm, 6:35pm, 6:41pm, 6:47pm, 7:43pm, 7:46pm, 7:48pm, 7:49pm
Also 7:51am, 7:52am, 7:54am, 7:56am, 7:58am, 8:18am, 8:27am, 8:31am, 8:41am, 8:42am, 8:52am,
8:55am, 9:42am, 10:14am, 10:23am, 10:25am, 11:05am, 11:09am
Also 9:52am, 10:11am, 10:56am, 11:09am, 11:52am, 12:17pm, 12:19pn, 2:17pm, 2:30pm and other
times
Also 9:58am, 10:57am, 11am, 11:03am, 11:15am, 11:17am, 11:20am, 11:33am, 11:38am, 11:39am,
11:56am, 12:04pm, 12:33pm, 12:44pm, 12:54pm, 1:14pm 1:24pm 3:34pm , 7:23pm, 9:11pm, 9:15pm
9:18pm 9:24pm, 9:26pm
An unpleasant day of intermittent aircraft noise.
Another long morning of near constant loud rumbling.
ANOTHER roar and rumble. Doors and windows are closed, music is playing. I am writing a report and
my chair vibrates. Distracted.
Another roar, rumble and vibration, jarring us. Jet taking off? Running up the engine? Landing?
Whatever it is, it is distracting and very annoying. It is quieter near SeaTac!
At least the third time today a heavy rumble rolling over the Village. It stops your train of thought as you
try and decide if there is a problem or danger.
Awakened by a huge roar and rumble. 7:30am, Mud Bay.
Been running non stop since before 8
Big roar and rumble again heard at the Sn Juan Island Library.
Blasts from engine run ups and constant rumble from distant flight operations, beginning in the morning
and ongoing in the afternoon.
Canadian commercial aircraft
constant low rumble; loud flyover
Constant rumble from airfield
Constant rumbling - another miserable day courtesy of the Navy.
Continuous roaring and vibration. A picture just fell down from the wall. 8:25am, Mud Bay, Lopez
Continuous Rumble
Continuous vibration and rumble. Earthquake? Vibration goes right through me. Very agitated.
continuous. house shaking
could not talk on phone to my Mom as plane went over.
Endless noise.
Endless, endless, endless noise. It is exhausting.
Enduring a succession of roars, rumbles and vibrations. Doors and windows are closed and the wall of
noise penetrates the house. Mud Bay, Lopez.

Extended loud roars and vibrations. Mud Bay, Lopez. 6:57pm, 6:58pm
Extended roar and vibration from another roaring jet. Will this go on all night? Mud Bay, Lopez 6:69pm
Flights started at 0800am about 30 flighta in past 3 hours
Guess the Navy wants to make sure we all have a bad Friday 13th.
Here we go again. Another morning begun with rumbling and roaring of jet engines. Mud Bay, Lopez.
9:08am
Huge rumble and vibration. I am at the San Juan Island Library and hear and feel what I hear and feel on
Lopez!
I am so tired of listening to the godamn navy. If I were making this all this noise I'd be getting sued by
the world and his wife. Why should the navy be permitted to do this?
I hate the navy why don't you go scare up some rattlesnakes in the desert instead of destroying our
quiet
I have been listening to near constant noise all morning! I would have to complain every few minutes if
I were to note every incident.
Incredibly loud roaring and strong vibrations. Continuous. Will we be able to get to sleep tonight? Mud
Bay, Lopez. 7:23pm
Intermittent rumbling strong enough to shake the windows and alert our dogs.
It is a lovely day. I have to work in my home office. Why can't I have the windows and doors open for
fresh air without being roared at by jet noise? Lopez Island, 9:48am. Jet noise roaring.
It's interesting how a flyover by two Growlers doesn't seem to be as bad as listening to their 'run ups' all
day! Go home WNAS...
Just returned to Lopez from a peaceful week in Eastern WA and Seattle to the JET NOISE of Lopez
Island. Tuesday evening and jet engine noise and vibration fills the air. I would like to sleep but the
rumbling noise is disruptive.
Large Canadian commercial
Large noisy Canadian Commercial
lots of noise
Loud blasts from engine run-ups-Growler operations. House shaking, dinnertime is an endurance test.
Why should we pay tax dollars for this abuse?
Loud blasts of engine run-ups, shaking house and penetrating the body. Still going on at 11:26. Could
last all day- no escape.
Loud continuous rumble & vibration. At first mistaken for another earthquake
Loud noise & some rumbling for most of the morning
Loud roar from multiple aircraft on runway.
Loud roar, rumble and vibration felt in Mud BAY.
loud rumble - longer than a normal airplane; disrupted conversation
Loud rumble / vibration noise- more engine run ups prior to takeoff.

Loud, rumbling, and vibrating
loudest since 9pm
Low rumbling vibration has disrupted my concentration trying to work on a writing project
low, deep vibration and rumble that moved across the landscape , as it moved over out home I could
feel the vibration inside my body.
Multiple noise events from FCLP activities. Left home while ongoing at 13:45. Notable blasts at 10:08,
10:13, 12:12 and 12:19. Stopped counting after that. Could not log on to the SJC Jet Noise site until
later in the day.
My computer and my desk vibrated/jiggled when the jet flew over.
Near continuous noise all morning,
noisy
Not hearing much noise - just getting the house shaking vibration measuring 105.3 dBc inside. Very
uncomfortable
Ongoing extremely loud engine run ups, beginning at 08:10, 08:15, 08:20, 08:24, 08:41, 08:56, 09:03,
and 09:22. Then began what sounded like constant Field Carrier Landing Practice (FCLP) exercises
lasting until noon.
Passing low
Prolonged rumbling, jet noise. Jets roaring around. Consistent this morning.
Relatively quiet day - amazing - a few blasts but more like it use to be in the Prowler days
Repeated loud rumbling
Roaring and rumbling continues. Evening Mud Bay, Lopez
Roaring of jet engines. Taking off? Engine run-ups? Not sure, but it is noisy! Evening, Mud bay, Lopez
Rumble at 9:30 and 11:45 am as well
Rumble, rattles my windows, gives me a headache and disrupts my ability to concentrate on work.
Rumble, rumble, rumble--what is this???
Rumbling since 8amφá╜φ╕í
saw 2 growlers together above the trees
shook house
Short duration
So let's wait until late evening when everyone is relaxing and then turn up the volume. Typical
inconsiderate Navy.....
steady roar in the village Would guess about 50-60dBc
"super loud and disturbing. working at this job site."
super loud going over our house
take a break and give me one too. you've been at it all morningl

The floor of my house is vibrating. Another earthquake or is it Widbey again?
The roaring and vibration began shortly after 8am this morning. I worked late last night on a project,
and woke in fear that there was an earthquake.
The roaring and vibration begins this morning. 8:23am, Mud Bay, Lopez
The roaring continues
The ROARING continues. Jets taking off? Flying around? The noise is everywhere. 10:27am, Mud Bay,
Lopez.
The roaring has started, 8:08am, Mud Bay, Lopez
this was continuous. enough disturbance to upset our dogs. seems like it would never stop
Tremendous roar and vibration, prolonged. 10:25am. Mud Bay, Lopez. Not sure what it is. Jets taking
off?
Tremendous roar, rumble and vibration. 10:27am, Mud Bay, Lopez
Two huge roars, one after the other. Roar, rumble and vibration. Had to come inside because I do not
know if there will be others.
Very frequent rumbling most of the morning.
Very LOUD Rumble in early morning
Very loud rumbling.
Vibrated house
Vibration going right through our bodies. House vibrating again. This level can't be good for us.
walls shaking
We have been shaken by incredibly intense roars and vibrations these past few minutes. Loud,
prolonged and intense. Some sort of engine run-up or take off or what. Similar to other vibrations but
100 times worse.
We hope we will be able to sleep soon, and the Growler practices will come to an end tonight. Our life
patterns are so negatively impacted by the Navy's practices.
We never had this annoying rumble in the past. The county should take legal action to stop this intrusive
noise.
Woke me from a dead sleep... Grrrr!
Woke up this am thinking we were having an earthquake. Very nerve racking. Losing sleep.
Yet another big roar, rumble and vibration. 10:22am. Will this go on all morning? All day? How can I
plan when I do not know if the day will be disrupted by jet roaring?
Yet another prolonged roar and rumble and vibration this morning. 11:05am Mud Bay, Lopez
Yet another roar and rumble, Quite distinct and prolonged.

